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1. Introduction

Many researches are proposed for realizing Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS). As a driving assistant system, a part of ITS, many techniques are proposed that extracting and recognizing road signs placed at the front of a car. At present, road-to-vehicle communication systems using dedicated short range communications (DSRC), currently used for electronic toll collection system (ETC) as one of applications, are in experimental phase. By using this communication, road sign information are able to be notified to drivers. Then, informing way of road signs may change from by watching into by such communication systems. Changing informing way by equipping infrastructure may be achieved quickly in urban area. However, long period is needed for completing infrastructure equipment spreading into rural area. Moreover, it is hardly expected that road signs placed at roadside will be abolished and removed after completing infrastructure equipment, while cars are controlled by human being.

For realizing road sign recognition and alerting systems, two techniques are needed. One is a technique for extracting regions including road signs from image sequences. The other is for identifying the type of those signs. In previous techniques, road signs are extracted using genetic algorithms (Uchiyama et al., 1998), active networks (Yabuki et al., 1998), and so on. Since these techniques require too much time to process, it is not always applicable to in-vehicle systems in which real-time processing is necessary. To overcome this problem, fast detection techniques are proposed using specific colors of road signs (Matsuura et al., 2002; Ohara et al., 2002; Zin & Hama, 2005).

As recognition techniques, template matching based technique (Gavrila, 1998) is proposed. However, template matching requires large amount of resize and rotation processing, then processing time will be long. As another approach, feature extraction based on frequency analysis, wavelet transform for example, are difficult to fast processing. To achieve fast processing, a contour vector matching technique is proposed (Yamauchi & Takahashi, 2003). It extracts outlines of the extracted road sign as vectors, and matches the vectors with...
reference signs' vectors. By using outline vectors, the technique shows robustness against variation of extraction size and slight rotations.

Target images for these extraction and recognition techniques are still images in a scene. Then, these techniques are applied to frame by frame independently. This means that recognition results may be failed at the frame image which has illumination variances or occlusions. These failed results may cause drivers to be thrown into confusion. Against still images, successive frames in a scene have some correlations each other. By using these correlations, more effective processing can be done. Moreover, this can also remove occasional occlusion.

By the way, a technique of generating pseudo high resolution image by analyzing multiple still images of a same target is proposed (Park et al., 2003). This technique is called as super-resolution. This is used for capturing precise images of objects for digital museum or medical imaging. These targets may require high resolution images over the camera capacity.

In case of road sign detections, a targeted sign will appear in successive frames. And then, the size of the sign region will become larges and high resolution in latter frames. By treating extracted sign images as low resolution images in super-resolution technique, a pseudo high resolution image can be generated. Though an extraction image from a single frame does not have enough quality, early recognition can be done by combining number of successive frames.

In this chapter, a robust road sign recognition technique by applying super-resolution to extracted regions from successive frames is proposed. This technique consists of three steps: 1) searching and tracking road sign, 2) applying super-resolution technique to extracted sign regions, and 3) identifying type of the sign.

In the following, proposed technique is explained in Section 2. Next, the experimental results are shown in Section 3, and the considerations from the experimental results are in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion is in Section 5.

2. Recognition by Applying Super-Resolution to Extracted Regions from Successive Frames

There are many techniques for extracting and recognizing road signs from a frame image. Their target image is single frame, namely, a still image. This means that it is difficult to recognize because of low resolution when the distance to target sign is long yet. Thus, recognition process cannot be applied until the distance becomes short and the resolution is enough for recognition.

In case of road signs extracted from images taken by an in-vehicle camera, the extracted sign is placed continuously on the successive frames. Thus, plural images of a sign can be obtained by applying tracking process. These plural images may generate a pseudo high resolution image by using super-resolution processing, and the generated high resolution image may lead into high accuracy recognition.

The proposed technique is organized from 4 steps, 1) initial extraction of a road sign, 2) tracking the road sign, 3) super-resolution process, and 4) recognizing the super-resolution image. Details of each process are explained in the following.
2.1 Initial Extraction of a Sign Region

To track a sign, it is needed to extract an initial region. In this proposition, extraction of a faraway road sign is needed because early recognition is required. In this initial extraction, high resolution image is not yet necessary because latter super-resolution process may improve the resolution. At this moment, it is enough to judge by only sign shape and colors. For example, in case of restriction signs in Japan, their shapes must be circular and they have red ring at the outer edge (refer to Fig. 1 (a)). For the other example, in case of caution signs, their shapes must be rectangular and their inner area is almost filled by yellow (refer to Fig. 1 (b)). An extraction technique of such kind is presented in (Matsuura et al., 2002).

![Sign Examples](image)

(a) An example of restriction signs (speed limitation to 50 km/h).
(b) An example of caution signs (existence of left curb ahead).

Fig. 1. Examples of road signs in Japan.

2.2 Tracking of the Sign Region

The proposition needs plural images that include a same road sign. These images are obtained by tracking from the initial extracted road sign region. For successive frames of a video image, many object tracking methods are proposed, CONDENSATION (Isard & Blake, 1998) is one of them. CONDENSATION selects plural candidates which are distributed just before tracking. Then, new candidates are generated from previous ones, obeying normal distribution with plausibility weights. Finally, a candidate which has highest fitness is selected from these new candidates as the tracking result at current frame.

To apply CONDENSATION, an evaluation function calculating fitness has to be designed properly. For road sign tracking, a function based on sign shape, color composition may work properly. For a red circular sign, for example, the parameters to be estimated by CONDENSATION can be selected as three-tuple, the center coordinates \((x, y)\) and the radius \(r\) of the circle. In the following, let \(k\) as the number of parameter sets generated by CONDENSATION, and let \((x_k, y_k, r_k)\) as parameter values of \(k\)-th candidate.

Then, the sign shape will be circular or slight ellipse, and red belt is placed at the outer edge of the circle. In addition, difference of the parameters between tracking results of next-by-next frame will be in small in most cases. Thus, these parameters are able to be employed for the evaluation function.

Let \(p_b(x, y)\) as red component value of a pixel at \((x, y)\), \(N\) as the number of division on circumference, \(W_{edge}\) as the weight for the edge strength. On this condition, the evaluation value \(E_{circle}^k\) is denoted as follows.
By this equation, a parameter is fit to the outer edge of a red circle when $E_{k}^{\text{circle}}$ is large value.

The second evaluator $E_{k}^{\text{color}}$ denoted as eq. 2 represents similarity of consistent color distribution between previous extraction result and current extraction. Where, let $D_k$ and $D^*$ as circular regions of $k$-th parameter of current frame and previous frame, respectively. In addition, let $|D|$ as the number of pixels in region $D$, and $P_i(x,y)$, $P_\text{g}(x,y)$ as yellow, blue component values at coordinate $(x,y)$, respectively.

$$
E_{k}^{\text{color}} = \sum_{(x,y) \in D_k} \frac{p_k(x,y)}{|D|} - \sum_{(x,y) \in D^*} \frac{p_k(x,y)}{|D^*|} + \sum_{(x,y) \in D_k} \frac{p_{\text{g}}(x,y)}{|D|} - \sum_{(x,y) \in D^*} \frac{p_{\text{g}}(x,y)}{|D^*|} + \sum_{(x,y) \in D_k} \frac{p_k(x,y)}{|D|} - \sum_{(x,y) \in D^*} \frac{p_k(x,y)}{|D^*|}
$$

(2)

The third evaluator $E_{k}^{\text{distance}}$ denoted as eq. 3 represents difference between current parameter and parameter $\{x', y', r\}$ which is previous tracking results.

$$
E_{k}^{\text{distance}} = W_{\text{pos}} \sqrt{(x - x_k)^2 + (y - y_k)^2} + W_{\text{rad}} \sqrt{r^2 - r_k^2}
$$

(3)

Where, let $W_{\text{pos}}$ and $W_{\text{rad}}$ are weight constants for position variance and radius variance, respectively.

These three evaluation values are weighted properly, and totally evaluated. Then, the parameter of the highest evaluation is selected as a tracking result for each frame. For the other signs, such as blue circular, yellow rectangular signs, tracking process may be achieved by defining similar evaluators.

2.3 Application of Super-Resolution to Tracked Regions

A pixel image is achieved from a receptor of an image sensor by gathering rays through a lens. Then, the observed ray on each receptor becomes a mixed ray from acceptable area at the ratio specified by ray gathering characteristics. On the assumption that the target is a
high resolution image, each pixel of the observed image is got by convolution of the high resolution image and a filter function which is represented as ray gathering characteristics. The super-resolution process is a technique to recover the original high resolution image from some observed low resolution images. Some super-resolution techniques are proposed, a local iterative calculation method is presented in (Irani & Peleg, 1991), which is one of the standard techniques of super-resolution. In the following, the outline of this method is described.

Let \( f(x, y) \) as the true image to be calculated, and \( c_j(u, v) \) as the observed low resolution images. And let \( h_k(x, y) \) as a point spread function (PSF) which affects observed image. The super-resolution technique is done by iteration of 4 steps described as follows.

1. Let \( f^{i-1}(x, y) \) as a first solution of an estimated high resolution image. In this paper, the latest observed image \( c_{last}(x, y) \) is normalized to the regular size and adopted as solution at this moment.

2. Calculate simulated observed image \( c'_i(u, v) \) by applying PSF \( h_k(x, y) \) to an estimated high resolution image \( f'(x, y) \) which is a last solution (refer to eq. 4).

\[
c'_i(u, v) = \sum_{(x, y)} f'(x, y) h_k(x - x_i, y - y_i)
\]  

(4)

Where, coordinates \((x_i, y_i)\) on an estimated high resolution image is corresponding to coordinates \((u, v)\) on a simulated observed image.

3. Calculate a sum of squared error between a simulated observed image \( c'_i(u, v) \) and a real observed image \( c_i(u, v) \) (refer to eq. 5).

\[
E' = \sqrt{\sum_{i} \sum_{j} [c_i(u, v) - c'_i(u, v)]^2}
\]  

(5)

If \( E' \) is under a threshold \( T_e \), quit this iteration process.

4. Modify an estimated high resolution image \( f'(x, y) \) so that the error \( E' \) may become small. This modification result \( f'^{i+1}(x, y) \) is a last estimated high resolution image. Then, return to step 2.

In this step, a modification result \( f'^{i+1}(x, y) \) is calculated as eq. 6, 7, 8. Where, let coordinates \((u_{i,x}, v_{i,y})\) on a real observed image \( c_i(u, v) \) as pixels observing coordinates \((x, y)\) on the estimated high resolution image \( f'(x, y) \).

\[
\Delta c'_i(u, v) = c'_i(u_{i,x}, v_{i,y}) - c_i(u_{i,x}, v_{i,y})
\]  

(6)

\[
\Delta E'_i = \sum_{(u, v)} \Delta c'_i(u_{i,x}, v_{i,y}) h_k(x - x_i, y - y_i)^2 / C
\]  

(7)
\[ f^{i+1}(x, y) = f^i(x, y) + \sum_i \Delta E_i \]  

(8)

In the process of super-resolution, each observed image must be registered in order to make correspondence between a pixel on a real observed image \((u_i, v_i)\) and a pixel on a high resolution image \((x, y)\). In this chapter, an ordinal template matching technique is used after resizing extracted images from observed images to a same size. Note that extracted images by tracking are varying size related with the distance between the camera and the sign. This means that resolution of the extracted image grows. Thus, larger extraction size may mean that the accuracy is higher.

In applying super-resolution process to road sign recognition techniques, each extraction size is varyingly according to relative distance. This leads addition in eq. 8 may be varyingly. Thus, the accuracy varying may reflect the equation results.

2.4 Recognition of Super-Resolution Image

As the final process, a recognition process is applied to a generated super-resolution image. For road sign recognition process, it can employ an already proposed technique, such as template matching which is widely used in the image processing area, and so on.

3. Confirming Experiments

Some experiments are done for confirmation of the proposed technique.

3.1 Experimental Conditions and Preliminary Experiment

To confirm effectiveness of the proposed technique, some experiments were done. As input images, a camera SONY DFW-V1500 with 1/3 inch CCD sensor and vary-angle lens 5.5 to 64mm is used. The camera was placed on dashboard of a car. Images are taken at 15 fps in fine or cloudy daytime. The image sizes of all images are 640×480 pixels. Some of these images include occasionally lighting varying as affection by high reflection of daylight or occasionally clouding.

Tracking process was done from the frame that an extraction road sign's radius is more than 7 pixels. This extraction size is corresponding that the relative distance between the camera and the target sign is about 125 m. For tracking and extraction process from frames following the first extraction frame, CONDENSATION was employed which was described in 2.2. The parameters for fitness calculation were \(W_{\text{edge}} = 1.0\), \(W_{\text{pas}} = 1.25\), \(W_{\text{rad}} = 1.0\). As the recognition technique, a template matching algorithm which is generally used was employed. In the extraction, tracking and recognition process, the technique proposed in (Yamauchi & Takahashi, 2004) is used for specific color detection.

Prior to verification experiments, a measurement experiment was done. In this experiment, relation of relative distance between the camera and the target sign and size of the extracted sign was obtained. The measurement was done by taking image at distance one by one meters from 100 m to 11 m, in which the target sign becomes frame-out. As a result of the measurement, a relation between relative distance and extraction radius was achieved. By
using regression analysis, the regression equation can be represented as eq. 9, where \( r \) is radius of extracted sign image in pixels, and \( d \) is relative distance in meters.

\[
d = \frac{1348.8}{r_{1.3384}}
\]  

(9)

The \( R^2 \) value, which is used for an index of suitableness, of this equation is 0.9914 , which represents that eq. 9 is a suitable equation. In the following, relative distance is used for evaluations, which is more important index in practice case, by using eq. 9.

3.2 Experimental Result

As an experimental results, Fig. 2 is expressing the result targeted a yellow precaution sign, left curbing caution (refer to Fig. 1 (b)). These experimental observed images were taken in a fine day of December at around 14:15. In this figure, results of 1) extracted images from each single frame, 2) superposed images of the extracted images as comparison targets, and 3) proposed super-resolution images, are shown. The superposing technique is proposed in (Yamauchi et al., 2007). These superposed images are generated by weighted averaging of extracted images according to sizes of extraction images. In Fig. 2, extracted images from single frames that are picked up from a scene every 5 frames, and processing result images of these extracted images are shown. This picking up is from frames which is taken at relative distances range in 100 to 50 m. The columns are relative distances calculated by eq. 9 and extracted sizes, extracted images from single frames, superposed images, and super-resolution results, respectively. Moreover, correct recognition ratios on the images are shown under each image. These ratios are average value of 10 frames which consists of the target frame, formerly 5 frames and following 4 frames. In these relative distances, sizes of extracted images are lower than 30×30 pixels. Most of former road sign recognition techniques are hard to recognize correctly for such sizes. Then, it is relative difficult to recognizing by human observation. In this condition, not only extractions from a single frame but also superposed images are not clear because of blur affection. In spite of such condition, super-resolution results are clearly than these comparison images. From the figure, the recognition results on extracted images from single frames are almost all failed in the relative distance range. The main reason of this may be low resolution resulted from long relative distance. On another comparison technique, superposition technique proposed in (Yamauchi et al., 2007), high recognition ratio is shown in range near than 60 m. However, results at more far distance are almost all failed, similar to results on extracted images from single frames. This means that blur affection resulted from low resolution may not be greatly improvable by using superposition. As comparison with these results, results of the proposed technique using super-resolution are almost full correct recognitions. This due to resolution estimation from plural low resolution images which have less resolution information themselves. Thus, the estimated high resolution images may be properly estimation, and this leads correct recognitions. Note that the correct recognition ratios on super-resolution images shown as (c8) and (c9) are low. At such relative distance, extracted images are in higher resolution themselves. These failures may be caused by position shifts because of low position detection accuracy.
in CONDENSATION of the experiments. Thus, these ranges of position shifts are exceeded search range of the registration process of super-resolution process. Then, super-resolution process was done using incomplete registration images.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated distance (m)</th>
<th>Single frame</th>
<th>Superposed</th>
<th>Super resolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>98.18 (17x17)</td>
<td>(a1) animals (0%)</td>
<td>(b1) animals (0%)</td>
<td>(c1) left-curb (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91.61 (18x18)</td>
<td>(a2) animals (0%)</td>
<td>(b2) side-wind (0%)</td>
<td>(c2) left-curb (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90.24 (19x19)</td>
<td>(a3) side-wind (0%)</td>
<td>(b3) animals (0%)</td>
<td>(c3) left-curb (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85.90 (19x19)</td>
<td>(a4) side-wind (0%)</td>
<td>(b4) animals (0%)</td>
<td>(c4) left-curb (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80.21 (20x20)</td>
<td>(a5) left-curb (10%)</td>
<td>(b5) side-wind (0%)</td>
<td>(c5) left-curb (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71.87 (22x22)</td>
<td>(a6) side-wind (10%)</td>
<td>(b6) side-wind (0%)</td>
<td>(c6) left-curb (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67.86 (23x23)</td>
<td>(a7) side-wind (10%)</td>
<td>(b7) side-wind (30%)</td>
<td>(c7) left-curb (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59.84 (26x26)</td>
<td>(a8) left-turn (10%)</td>
<td>(b8) left-curb (80%)</td>
<td>(c8) lane-shrink (30%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52.41 (29x29)</td>
<td>(a9) left-curb (70%)</td>
<td>(b9) left-curb (100%)</td>
<td>(c9) lane-shrink (30%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. An example result of extraction, superposition, super-resolution and recognition for a yellow rectangle sign.
4. Consideration

The characteristics of the proposed technique are described as follows.

1. Road sign images are extracted from successive frames by tracking. Using these extracted images, a relatively high resolution image is estimated by employing super-resolution technique. The experimental results show that this technique achieves improvement of recognition ratio.

2. In real driving scene, correct recognition of road signs at far relative distance is more useful and meaningful. It is shown that the proposed technique improves quite improvement at more far range 50 to 100 m than ordinary road sign recognition techniques' target ranges.

3. In the experiments, it was not in consideration that extraction images of a targeted road sign may be affected by angle changes. In such cases, estimating affine parameters is useful for more accurate recognition. But increasing processing time by adding this process is in trade-off relation against low recognition accuracy for real-time processing applications such as road sign recognitions. To overcome this increasing processing time, employing some object matching techniques, such as Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) (Lowe, 2004) based technique, may be usefulness.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a road sign recognition technique applying super-resolution to extracted images from successive frames is proposed to achieve high recognition accuracy. The super-resolution process is applied on low resolution images extracted from successive frames by tracking using CONDENSATION.

As results of comparison to recognition ratio of extracted images from single frames and superposition images, high accurate recognition ratio is achieved for signs at far position by the proposed technique.

Verification of weights in super-resolution process, development of eliminating technique cased by occlusions or shadowing, are future works.
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